
K67 DJ
ON EAR, CLOSED-BACK DJ HEADPHONES

Professional 40mm Drivers
For high SPL and accurate detail over a 16Hz–24kHz 
frequency response

Compact On-ear Design 
Provides excellent isolation and noise attenuation

Built to Travel
Professional 3D-axis folding mechanism for easy storage  
and transportation

Built to Last
XRP³ glass-fiber reinforced polymer parts support a  
lifetime of use

www.akg.com/pro

HIGHLIGHTS 

Designed for DJs and electronic music producers, the K67 DJ high-performance headphones are ideal for both stage and studio. The 
compact on-ear design provides excellent isolation and noise attenuation, while large 40mm drivers deliver high sound pressure levels so 
you can hear every detail of the mix. With comfortable leatherette ear pads and light weight, K67 DJ headphones are a great choice for 
those marathon sessions. They even feature a convenient 3D-axis folding mechanism for easy transport wherever your music takes you.

PROFESSIONAL DRIVERS
When it comes to audio quality, driver size and weight are critical, especially 
in the lower frequencies. Generous 40mm drivers deliver high sensitivity for 
powerful output, plus an extended, balanced frequency response that reveals 
every detail of the mix without artifically coloring the sound. The high SPL and 
incredible accuracy of the K67 DJ make it an excellent DJ headphone, allowing 
you to hear every layer of what you're doing over the noise of the club and stage.

BUILT TO LAST
Premium, stylistic materials support a timeless design and a headphone that is 
long-lasting, rugged and durable. 

BUILT TO TRAVEL
A 3D-Axis professional folding mechanism combines with lightweight and  
quality construction to allow users to carry their headphones wherever they’re 
needed. 32 Ohms guarantees that whether you're plugging into a mixer, a  
board, a computer or a music player, you'll have the signal strength you need  
to drive the headphones to full output.

K67 DJ Headphones, gold-plated screw on  
3.5mm (1/8")-to-6.3mm (1/4") adapter 

Select a track you’re familiar with and play it through the K67 DJ. Turn the 
music up high and note the excellent SPL and outside noise rejection. Take 
the headphones off and play around folding and unfolding them. See how 
easy it is to fold for storage and transportation.

KEY MESSAGES 

IN THE BOX TRY IT FOR YOURSELF 



Design: Closed-back on-ear headphones
Frequency range: 16 Hz to 24 kHz
Sensitivity: 112 dBspl/V
Max. input power: 200 mW
Input impedance: 32 ohms
Net weight: 200 g (7 oz)
Cable: 99.99% oxygen-free cable 
 1.8 m (6.0 ft)
Main connection: 3.5 mm (1/8”) jack plug with 
 6.3 mm (1/4”) screw-on adapter

Weight: 1.17 lbs
Dimensions (L x W x H): 9.25 x 8.86 x 4.33 inches
Master Pack:  30

AKG code: 3283H00020
UPC code: 885038039372
EAN code: 9002761039375
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DJS HOME RECORDING PERSONAL MONITORS GENERAL USE  
HEADPHONE

APPLICATIONS 


